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Abstract
A proof is given that every connected piecewise linear 4-manifold is a quotient of R4 by a group of
homeomorphisms. One tool used in the proof is a generalization of the method Waldhausen used to prove
that the universal cover of a closed Haken 3-manifold is R3. ( 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
If M is an n-manifold whose universal cover is Rn, then M is homeomorphic to the quotient Rn/G,
where G"n
1
(M) is the group of covering transformations. The 2-sphere S2 does not have universal
cover R2; but it is still true that S2 is a quotient of R2 by a group of homeomorphisms, because
a 2-fold branched cover of a sphere is a torus (see the proof of Theorem 2.1).
A natural question arises: Are all (connected) manifolds quotients of Euclidean space? This is
trivially true for 1-manifolds: there are only four examples to check. It is also easily seen to be true
for 2-manifolds (Theorem 2.1).
In 1981, Makoto Sakuma showed, using Heegaard splittings, that every closed connected
orientable 3-manifold is a quotient of R3 [4]. In a seminar talk in 1992, Daryl Cooper noted that
Sakuma’s proof can be extended to noncompact 3-manifolds. It also extends to nonorientable
3-manifolds (Theorem 2.2).
The techniques developed in this paper can be used (Theorem 5.7) to complete the three-
dimensional case (i.e., manifolds with boundary). But the main result of this paper is the four-
dimensional case.
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Theorem 1.1. Every connected pl 4-manifold M is pl homeomorphic to a quotient of R4 by a group G of
pl homeomorphisms.
One of the main tools used to prove Theorem 1.1 is Proposition 5.5, a generalization of the
method Waldhausen used to prove that the universal cover of a closed Haken 3-manifold is R3 [5].
Waldhausen’s inductive argument involves showing that the union of in"nitely many 3-balls
(minus some boundary), glued together in a certain way, is again a 3-ball (minus some boundary).
Proposition 5.5 notices that this method works in any dimension, and formalizes exactly what the
‘ballsa need to look like and how they need to be arranged.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains a complete proof of the
two-dimensional analog of Theorem 1.1, and a proof for 3-manifolds without boundary. These
proofs are included as introductions to some of the ideas needed to prove Theorem 1.1. Section
2 concludes with a sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.1. In Section 3, the proof of Theorem 1.1
commences: given an arbitrary pl 4-manifold M without boundary, a 4-fold branched cover MK of
M is constructed, whose universal cover MI will eventually be shown to be R4. In Section 4, MI is
shown to be a union of 4-balls (minus some boundary). In Section 5, Proposition 5.5 (the
Waldhausen generalization) is applied repeatedly, to larger and larger unions of these ‘ballsa, to
show that MI is R4.
It is unknown whether all higher-dimensional manifolds are quotients of Euclidean space.
2. Lower dimensions and sketch of proof of Theorem 1.1
The two-dimensional case is easy. A complete proof is included here so that some useful tools
and notations may be introduced in an uncomplicated setting. Notice in particular: (a) the
de"nition of ‘cut opena; (b) how branched covers are constructed in this paper; (c) the idea of
‘liftinga maps to the universal cover, to generate the group G; and (d) the ‘doubling tricka at the
end.
Theorem 2.1. Every connected 2-manifold M is homeomorphic to a quotient of R2 by a group G of
homeomorphisms.
Proof. If M is a closed surface other than S2 or RP2, or if M is a noncompact surface without
boundary, then the universal cover of M is R2; let G be the group of covering transformations.
Suppose M is S2. Construct a 2-fold cover of S2, branched over four points, as follows. Let
FLS2 be the union of two disjoint embedded arcs, such that LF is the four branch points. Cut
S2 open along F, and call the result S2
#65
. (That is: choose a bicollar F][!1,1]6S2, and
a continuous function j :FP[0,1] such that j(x)"0Qx3LF. Let A"M(x, t)3F]
[!1,1] : DtD(j(x)N. Then S2
#65
"S2!A. See Fig. 1.) Notice that LS2
#65
consists of two copies F
‘
and
F
~
of F, intersecting at the branch points. Also, the result of identifying F
‘
to F
~
is homeomorphic
to S2. Glue together two copies of S2
#65
by identifying F
‘
in one copy with F
~
in the other copy, and
vice versa. The result is a torus „2, and there is a branched covering transformation t :„2P„2,
which rotates „2 1803 about a line that intersects „2 in the four branch points (Fig. 2). Another way
to view t is that it is the homeomorphism that swaps the two copies of S2
#65
. Notice that S2 is
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homeomorphic to the quotient „2/StT. Since the universal cover R2 of „2 is simply connected,
t lifts to a homeomorphism tI :R2PR2. (Here, ‘liftameans that ntI "tn, where n : R2P„2 is the
covering map.) Thus, S2 is homeomorphic to the quotient of R2 by the group G, where G is
generated by tI and the covering transformations for R2P„2.
For the case M"RP2, arrange that the two components of F are exchanged by the antipodal
map o :S2PS2. (Also, jo should equal j.) Then o induces a homeomorphism o
#65
:S2
#65
PS2
#65
,
hence lifts to o( :„2P„2. In turn, o( lifts to a homeomorphism o8 : R2PR2. Thus, RP2 is homeo-
morphic to the quotient of R2 by the group G generated by o8 , tI , and the covering transformations
for R2P„2.
If M has boundary, let 2M be the result of gluing two copies of M together along LM (by the
identity map), and let h : 2MP2M be the obvious homeomorphism that swaps the two copies of
M. Either: the universal cover of 2M is R2, so that M"R2/G, where G is generated by a lift
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hI : R2PR2 of h, and the covering transformations for R2P2M; or M is a disk, 2M is S2, and it can
be arranged that h swaps the components of F, hence lifts. (If 2M"S2 then LM"S1, and by the
Schoen#ies theorem M is a disk. 2M can’t be RP2, because s(RP2)"1 and s(2M)"2s(M).) h
The main idea for the three-dimensional case is due to Sakuma [4].
Theorem 2.2. Every connected 3-manifold M, with LM"0, is homeomorphic to a quotient of R3 by
a group G of homeomorphisms.
Proof. Choose a handle decomposition of M, corresponding to a triangulation. Let MB3aN be the set
of 0-handles, and MD2b]IN the set of 1-handles. Let M@ be the union of all the 0- and 1-handles, and
let MA be the union of all the 2- and 3-handles. The "rst step is to construct a bicollared surface F@
in Int(M@) so that M@
#65
(the result of cutting M@ open along F@) is homeomorphic to LM@]I.
Start with the disk >b"(a diameter of D2b)]I in each D2b]I. Call one component of
(D2b]I)!>b the ‘topa of D2b]I, and the other component the ‘bottoma. On the boundary of
a 0-handle B3a there are "nitely many disjoint disks E1,2,En, where 1-handles are glued to B3a . Each
E
i
is divided into top and bottom halves by an arc j
i
of some L>b. Let Xa be a disk, properly
embedded in B3a , such that: (i) for each i, XaWEi"ji; and (ii) the top halves of each Ei all lie on the
same side of Xa in B3a .
Let F
0
be the union of all the Xa’s and>b’s. By (i) F0 is a surface, and by (ii) it is bicollared. Let F@
be the result of pushing F
0
into the interior of M@. Then F@ is bicollared, so M@ can be cut open along
F@ to form M@
#65
. Each piece (B3a )#65 and (D2b]I)#65 is a product; hence, M@#65 is homeomorphic to
LM@]I (use (ii) again). Dually construct a bicollared surface FA in Int(MA) so that MA
#65
is
homeomorphic to LMA]I.
Let F"F@XFALM. Since F is bicollared, M can be cut open along F to form M
#65
. Construct
a 2-fold cover MK of M, branched over LF, by gluing together two copies of M
#65
(glue F
‘
in one
copy to F
~
in the other, and vice versa). Now MK "MK @XMK A, where MK @ is the 2-fold cover of M@,
branched over LF@, obtained by gluing together two copies of M@
#65
(similarly for MK A). Since
M@
#65
"LM@]I"(F@
‘
XF@
~
)]I, and F@
‘
]I and F@
~
]I are homeomorphic, MK @ is homeomorphic
to LM@]I (Fig. 3). Similarly, MK A is homeomorphic to LMA]I(+LM@]I).
Claim: MK is a LM@-bundle over S1. To see this, notice that in MK "MK @XMK A, MK can be obtained by
gluing MK @ to MK A along two copies of LM@. Gluing along only one copy yields a manifold
homeomorphic to LM@]I. Then gluing along the other copy of LM@ corresponds to identifying
LM@]0 to LM@]1 via some homeomorphism.
Since LM@ is a surface with in"nite fundamental group and no boundary, and MK is a LM@-bundle
over S1, the universal cover of MK is (universal cover of LM@)](universal cover of
S1)"R]R2"R3. Let t : MK PMK be the branched covering transformation (swaps the two copies
of M
#65
), and let tI : R3PR3 be a lift of t. Then M is homeomorphic to R3/G, where G is generated
by tI and the covering transformations for MI PMK . h
Doubling, to deal with manifolds with boundary, does not seem to work in this proof of
Theorem 2.2. If 2M is triangulated so that LM is a subcomplex, and the handle decomposition of
2M is based on this triangulation, then the 0-handles along LM lie half in one copy of M and half in
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the other. There is in general no way to choose the disks Xa in the 0-handles so that they are
invariant under the map h : 2MP2M that swaps copies of M; but such symmetry is necessary in
order for h to lift to the 2-fold branched cover 2MK . On the other hand, if the whole construction is
done to M before doubling, so that h does leave F invariant, then 2(M@
#65
) isn’t a product. The proof
of Theorem 1.1, while far more complicated than the proof of Theorem 2.2, has the advantage that
it works for manifolds with boundary. In fact, its machinery can easily be applied to extend
Theorem 2.2 to 3-manifolds with boundary (Theorem 5.7).
Sketch of proof of Theorem 1.1
Step 1: First assume that M is a pl 4-manifold without boundary. Triangulate M. Construct
a 2-fold branched cover MM by branching over an unknotted 2-sphere in each 4-simplex of M. This
has the e!ect of replacing each 4-simplex of M with S3]I.
Step 2: There is a certain two-dimensional submanifold of MM , whose intersection with each S3]I
is (doubled link)]I. Construct a 2-fold cover MK of MM , branched over this submanifold. This has the
e!ect of replacing each S3]I with H]I, where H is a closed Haken 3-manifold. (H is the result of
gluing two identical link exteriors together along their boundaries.)
Step 3: Since H is closed and Haken, its universal cover is R3. It is shown that each copy of H]I
n
1
-injects into MK . Thus, the universal cover MI of MK is a union of pieces homeomorphic to R3]I,
the preimages of the 4-simplices of M.
Step 4: The gluing regions between any two copies of R3]I in MI are extremely complicated.
To get around this problem, use preimages of handles, rather than preimages of simplices: Start
with a handle decomposition of M corresponding to the original triangulation, and lift the handles
up to MI . Preimages of 4-handles are still homeomorphic to R3]I. But now they are glued to
preimages of other i-handles, which are all 4-balls (minus some boundary), and which "t together
tractably.
Step 5: Proposition 5.5 (the Waldhausen generalization) is applied repeatedly to these pieces of
MI (the preimages of handles), to show that larger and larger unions of them are 4-balls minus some
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boundary. Finally, MI itself is shown to be a 4-ball minus some boundary. Since MI has no
boundary, it must be R4.
Step 6: M is the quotient R4/G, where G is generated by the covering transformations for
R4PMK , and lifts to R4 of the branched covering transformations for MK PM. If M is a 4-manifold
with boundary, do the whole construction to the boundaryless double 2M. In that case, G is
generated by covering transformations, lifts of branched covering transformations, and a lift of the
map that swaps the two copies of M in 2M.
3. The branched cover MK
All maps and spaces are piecewise linear. Except at the end of Section 5, where manifolds with
boundary are again considered, M is a connected pl 4-manifold without boundary.
Triangulate MLRN. Let Mn4aN be the set of all 4-simplices in M. For each a there is a linear
isomorphism ia : n4Pn4a , where n4"M(x1,2,x5)3R5D+xi"1,xi*0N is the standard 4-simplex.
Where de"ned, i~1b ia is an isometry (extends to a symmetry of n4). An i-dimensional face of n4 will
be denoted ni, and its image under ia is nia. An arbitrary i-simplex in M will sometimes also be
called ni, when no confusion is likely.
Construction of MM : Let S be an unknotted 2-sphere in the interior of n4, and let B be a bicollared
3-ball in the interior of n4 whose boundary is S. (S and B have to be chosen carefully; more will be
said about this later in this section.) Cut n4 open along B to form n4
#65
; then n4
#65
is homeomorphic
to Ln4]I+S3]I (Fig. 4). Construct a 2-fold cover n1 4 of n4, branched over S, by gluing together
two copies of n4
#65
(glue B
‘
to B
~
, and vice versa). Then n1 4 is also homeomorphic to
Ln4]I+S3]I.
Construct a 2-fold branched cover MM of M by doing this in every 4-simplex n4a . That is, let
S"6aia(S) and B"6aia(B) (so B is bicollared), let M#65 be the result of cutting M open along B,
and construct MM by gluing together two copies of M
#65
(glue B
‘
to B
~
, and vice versa). There are
embeddings iM a : n1 4PMM for each a, and MM is the union of the images n1 4a+Ln4a]I, glued together
along faces of Ln4a . The compositions iM~1b " iM a : n1 4Pn1 4 are still isometries where de"ned. There is
a branched covering transformation / : MM PMM , which swaps the two copies of M
#65
.
Construction of MK : Let H be the group of symmetries of Ln4. A fundamental domain for H is
a 3-simplex q in the barycentric subdivision of Ln4 (Fig. 5). Let ‚qLq be the union of four disjoint
unknotted proper arcs (Fig. 5). The ‘verticala pair of parallel arcs runs from the face of q which
omits the barycenter of a 2-simplex (the ‘backa face) to the face which omits the barycenter of
a 0-simplex (the ‘bottoma face). The ‘horizontala pair of arcs runs from the face which omits the
barycenter of a 2-simplex (‘fronta face) to the face which omits the barycenter of a 3-simplex
(‘righta face). In the "gure, the ‘verticala arcs pass in front of the ‘horizontala arcs. Let
‚"6
h|H
h(‚q). Then ‚ is a link (with 80 components!) in Ln4+S3 which is invariant under
symmetries of Ln4. Another way to say this is that if p : APB is an isometry from one face of Ln4
to another, then p(‚WA)"‚WB.
Let FLS3 be the obvious surface whose boundary is ‚ : F consists of an annulus component
joining each pair of parallel components of ‚. [Arrange that F be invariant under symmetries by
starting with Fq"(two strips in q) and setting F"6h|Hh(Fq).] Let S3#65 be the result of cutting
S3 open along F. Then S3
#65
is the exterior of a link ‚
0
in S3, where ‚
0
is obtained from ‚ by
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replacing each pair of parallel components of ‚ with a single component. Near an edge e of Ln4,
‚
0
consists of six ‘face componentsa (one on each side of the three 2-simplices of Ln4 that meet at
e), encircled by two ‘edge componentsa (Fig. 6). Let SK 3 be the 2-fold cover of S3, branched over ‚,
obtained by gluing together two copies of S3
#65
(glue F
‘
to F
~
, and vice versa).
Let L"6aiM a(‚]I) and F"6aiM a(F]I), and let MM #65 be the result of cutting MM open along F.
Construct the 2-fold cover MK of MM , branched over L, by gluing together two copies of MM
#65
(glue
F
‘
to F
~
, and vice versa). Then MK is the union of pieces n) 4a , each homeomorphic to n) 4"SK 3]I.
Let t : MK PMK be the branched covering transformation that swaps the two copies of MM
#65
.
There are some details to check.
The pieces of L and F match up: ‘The pieces of L match upa means that whenever n1 4a and
n1 4b share a face C, then iM a(‚]I)WC"iM b(‚]I)WC. Let A"iM~1a (C) and B"iM~1b (C). Then
iM a(‚]I)WC"iM a((‚]I)WA) and iM b(‚]I)WC"iM b((‚]I)WB), and iM~1b " iM a : APB is an isometry.
Since ‚]I is invariant under symmetries of Ln4]I, iM~1b " iM a((‚]I)WA)"(‚]I)WB. Hence,
iM b(‚]I)WC"iM b((‚]I)WB)"iM biM~1b iM a((‚]I)WA)"iM a((‚]I)WA)"iM a(‚]I)WC.
The check that the pieces of F match up is the same.
L is a surface: Let x3L. It is necessary to show that a neighborhood of x in L is homeomorphic
to a plane. The interesting case is when x is in the interior of a 2-simplex n2a in some Ln1 4a . The result
is not obvious here, because many other Ln1 4’s may contain n2a . Let n1 41,2,n1 4n be a list of all the
n1 4b’s that contain n2a . For each i, n2a lies between two 3-simplices C3i and D3i in Ln1 4i (Fig. 7a). After
relabeling, the gluing scheme is that D3
i
is glued to C3
i‘1
(mod n). A neighborhood of x in LWn1 4
i
is
a half-plane. Half of the boundary line lies in C3
i
, and the other half lies in D3
i
. The union of the
half-planes is a neighborhood of x in L; it is a plane (Fig. 7b).
F is a 3-submanifold: Similar to the check that L is a surface.
F is bicollared: Let Fq][!1,1] be a bicollar of Fq in the fundamental domain q, such that
C(F)"6
h|H
h(Fq][!1,1])+F][!1,1] is a bicollar of F in Ln4. Then the bicollar C(F)]I
of F]I in n1 4 is invariant under symmetries of n1 4 * in fact, the positive and negative sides
are both invariant * so the pieces iM a(C(F)]I) match up to form a bicollar
C(F)"6aiM a(C(F)]I)+F][!1,1] of F in MM . [Similarly, build a continuous function
j : FP[0,1] such that j(x)"0Q x3LF. Thus, MM can be cut open along F to form MM
#65
.]
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/ : MM PMM lifts to /K : MK PMK : It su$ces to show that / leaves invariant the spanning set F (and
the function j). For then / induces a homeomorphism MM
#65
PMM
#65
, which in turn induces
a homeomorphism /K :MK PMK .
Let S2LLn4 be a 2-sphere such that re#ection r : Ln4PLn4 across S2 is a symmetry of Ln4
(Fig. 8). Let B3
‘
and B3
~
be the balls on either side of S2 in Ln4 (so r swaps B3
‘
and B3
~
), and de"ne
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/
0
: Ln4]IPLn4]I by /
0
(x, t)"(r(x),1!t). A fundamental domain for the group S/
0
T is
Ln4][0, 1
2
], with B3
‘
]1
2
identi"ed to B3
~
]1
2
(Fig. 9). The result (Ln4]I)/S/
0
T of doing this
identi"cation is homeomorphic to n4. Let n : Ln4]IPn4 be the quotient map. In the construc-
tion of n1 4, choose S"n(S2]1
2
) and B"n(B3
~
]1
2
). Then for each a, /Dn1 4a"iM a "/0 " iM~1a . Since /0 is
a symmetry of Ln4]I, it preserves F]I, so / preserves FWn1 4a . Hence, F is invariant under / (and
so is j), and / lifts.
Simplices: Let n( : MK PMM and n6 :MM PM be the branched covering maps, and let n8 : MI PMK be
the universal covering map. An i-simplex n1 ia in MM (n) ia in MK ) will mean a component of n6 ~1(nia) (of
(n6 "n( )~1(nia)), though these things will look less and less like true simplices as they go up. Since each
n1 ia (n) ia) is homeomorphic to n1 i (n) i), the subscript a will often be omitted. The n-skeleton of MM (MK )
is the union of all i-simplices in MM (MK ) for i)n.
Simplices in MM : The spanning set B in M, along which M is cut open in the construction of MM , lies
entirely within the interiors of 4-simplices. Hence for i(4, n6 ~1(nia) consists of two components,
each homeomorphic to nia. Thus, n1 ia+nia+ni for i(4. Also, as was seen during the construction
of MM , n1 4a+n1 4+Ln4]I+S3]I.
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Simplices in MK : The spanning set F in MM misses vertices and edges, so n) 0a"point and n) 1a"arc.
The branch set L hits a 2-simplex n1 2a in 12 points, and F hits n1 2a in six arcs, joining pairs of points.
So n) 2a is a 2-fold cover of n1 2a , branched over the 12 points, constructed by cutting n1 2a open along
the six arcs, and gluing two copies together along the resulting six circles. Hence, n) 2a"twice-
punctured genus 5 surface. L intersects n1 3a in pairs of circles and proper arcs, and F joins the pairs
with annuli and strips, so n) 3a"3-manifold with connected high-genus boundary. n1 4a is homeo-
morphic to the product S3]I, and LWn1 4a and FWn1 4a are also products, compatible with the product
structure on n1 4a . Hence, n) 4a+SK 3]I (recall that SK 3 is a 2-fold cover of S3, branched over the link ‚).
Handles: Choose a handle decomposition of M compatible with the triangulation. That is, each
i-handle hia corresponds to an i-simplex nia, and all handles of the same dimension are disjoint (e.g.,
hia is the star of the barycenter of nia in a second derived subdivision). Since all handles of the same
dimension are homeomorphic, the subscript a will usually be suppressed. Components hM i (or hK i, or
hI i) of inverse images of i-handles will be called i-handles in MM (or in MK , or in MI ), though they will
look less and less like true handles as they go up. The n-handleton of M (MM , MK , MI ) is the union of all
i-handles of M (MM , MK , MI ) for i)n.
Handles in M: h0"(neighborhood of vertex)"B4. A 1-handle h1 is isotopic to n1]B3+I]B3;
it is glued to the 0-handleton by LI]B3. A 2-handle h2 is isotopic to n2]B2+B2]B2; it is glued
to the 1-handleton by LB2]B2. A 3-handle h3 is isotopic to n3]I+B3]I; it is glued to the
2-handleton by LB3]I. A 4-handle h4 is the closure of (n4 minus a collar of Ln4), so it is isotopic to
n4+B4, and glued to the 3-handleton by LB4.
Handles in MM : Choose the handle decomposition of M small enough that the spanning set B is
contained in the interiors of the 4-handles. Then:
hM 0"B4,
hM 1+n1 1]B3+I]B3, glued to 0-handleton by LI]B3,
hM 2+n1 2]B2+B2]B2, glued to 1-handleton by LB2]B2,
hM 3+n1 3]I+B3]I, glued to 2-handleton by LB3]I,
hM 4+n1 4+S3]I, glued to 3-handleton by L(S3]I)"S3]M0,1N.
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Handles in MK : Choose the handle decomposition of M small enough that the spanning set F in
MM misses 0- and 1-handles, and is compatible with the product structures on 2-, 3-, and 4-handles.
That is, FWhM 2+FW(n1 2]B2)+(FWn1 2)]B2; and FWhM 3+FW(n1 3]I)+(FWn1 3)]I; and
FWhM 4+FW(S3]I)+F]I. Then:
hK 0"B4,
hK 1+I]B3, glued to 0-handleton by LI]B3,
hK 2+n) 2]B2, where n) 2 is a twice-punctured genus 5 surface; glued to 1-handleton by Ln) 2]B2,
hK 3+nK 3]I, where n) 3 is a 3-manifold with high-genus boundary; glued to 2-handleton by Ln) 3]I,
hK 4+SK 3]I; glued to 3-handleton by SK 3]M0,1N.
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4. Handles in the universal cover MI
De5nition 1. Let Cn"M(x
1
,2,xn)3Rn: for each i, !1)xi)1N be the standard n-cube. An
n-manifold N is a spotty n-ball if there is a (pl) embedding N6Cn such that NMInt(Cn). The
components of LN"NWLCn are the spots. If the spots are all homeomorphic to Rn~1, then N is
a simply spotted n-ball, and the spots are simple.
Example: (1) A closed 3-ball with the poles removed is a spotty 3-ball, with one non-simple
spot.
(2) Let XLR2 be the wedge of two circles (a ‘"gure eighta), and let N(X) be a (closed) regular
neighborhood of X in R2 (a twice-punctured disk). Then the universal cover of N(X) is a simply
spotted 2-ball with in"nitely many spots.
Proposition 4.1. The handles in the universal cover MI of MK are the following:
hI 0+B4,
hI 1+I]B3, glued to 0-handleton by LI]B3,
hI 2+ (simply spotted 2-ball with countably many spots)]B2, glued to 1 -handleton by (spots)]B2,
hI 3+ (simply spotted 3-ball with countably many spots)]I, glued to 2-handleton by (spots)]I,
hI 4+R3]I, glued to 3-handleton by R3]M0,1N.
Proof. Each part of the proof uses the following fact. If p:XI PX is a covering space, ALX is
connected, and AI is a component of p~1(A), then p:AI PA is a covering. Furthermore, if XI is the
universal cover of X, and A n
1
-injects into X, then AI is the universal cover of A [2].
Since 0- and 1-handles in MK are simply connected, they lift homeomorphically to MI . Thus,
hI 0+B4 and hI 1+I]B3. Since hK 1 is glued to the 0-handleton of MK by LI]B3, hI 1 is glued to the
0-handleton of MI by (lift of LI)]B3"LI]B3.
A 2-handle hK 2 in MK is isotopic to n) 2]B2. In order to conclude that hI 2 is (simply spotted
2-ball)]B2, it su$ces to show that n) 2n
1
-injects into MK (Lemma 4.5), and that the universal cover
of n) 2 is a simply spotted 2-ball (Lemma 4.13). (There are countably many spots because the index
of n
1
(component of Ln) 2) in n
1
(n) 2) is (countably) in"nite.) Since hK 2 is glued to the 1-handleton of
MK by Ln) 2]B2, hI 2 is glued to the 1-handleton of MI by (lift of Ln) 2)]B2"(spots)]B2.
A 3-handle hK 3 in MK is isotopic to n) 3]I. Since n) 3 is Haken (Lemma 4.3), its universal cover is
a spotty 3-ball [5]. Since Ln) 3n
1
-injects into n) 3 (Lemma 4.15), the spots are universal covers of
Ln) 3. But Ln) 3 is a closed surface with nontrivial genus, so its universal cover is R2, and the spots are
simple. Hence, in order to conclude that hI 3 is (simply spotted 3-ball)]I, it su$ces to show that
n) 3n
1
-injects into MK (Lemma 4.6).
A 4-handle hK 4 in MK is isotopic to n) 4"SK 3]I. Since SK 3 is closed and Haken (Lemma 4.2), its
universal cover is R3. Hence, in order to conclude that hI 4 is R3]I, it su$ces to show that SK 3]I
n
1
-injects into MK (Lemma 4.4). h
Notation. If P is a manifold with boundary, then P
~
means P minus an open collar of LP. Thus,
LP
~
is isotopic to LP, and (P
~
,LP
~
) is homeomorphic to (P,LP). For example, hK 4"n) 4
~
.
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If XLMK is a union of the simplices of MK , then X(n) is the n-skeleton of X; that is, X(n) is the union
of all simplices n) i such that i)n and n) iLX.
Lemma 4.2. SK 3 is Haken.
Proof. First, notice that SK 3 is orientable. Thus, it su$ces to show that SK 3 is irreducible and contains
an incompressible surface. In order to show that SK 3 is irreducible, it su$ces to show that S3
#65
is
irreducible and LS3
#65
is incompressible in S3
#65
.
S3
#65
is irreducible: S3
#65
is the exterior of the link ‚
0
in S3. The exterior of a link in S3 is irreducible
if the link is not split (Schoen#ies). If a link splits, then its linking matrix (a
ij
)"(lk(K
i
,K
j
)) (where
the K
i
are the components of the link) can be written as a block diagonal matrix
A
A 0
0 BB,
because components on opposite sides of a splitting sphere do not link each other. Joining any two
components K and K@ of ‚
0
, however, there is a chain of components K"K
1
,K
2
,2,Kn"K@ such
that lk(K
i
,K
i‘1
)"$1 for each i (alternate between face components and edge components of
‚
0
* see the construction of MK in Section 3). Hence, the linking matrix for ‚
0
cannot be written as
A
A 0
0 BB,
‚
0
is not split, and S3
#65
is irreducible.
LS3
#65
is incompressible in S3
#65
: For any component A of LS3
#65
, there is another component B that
links A once (i.e., cores of A and B link once). H
1
(S3
#65
) is free abelian on the meridians of boundary
components, and the homology class of a loop a is +
T
lk(a, core of „)k
T
, where the sum is over
all components „ of LS3
#65
, and k
T
is the meridian of „. Suppose DLS3
#65
is an embedded disk
with boundary on A, and suppose LD"aj
A
#bk
A
3H
1
(A). Then 0"(class of LD in
H
1
(S3
#65
))"lk(LD, core of A)k
A
#lk(LD, core of B)k
B
#(other meridians)"bk
A
#ak
B
#(other me-
ridians), so a"b"0, and LD is inessential. Hence, LS3
#65
is incompressible in S3
#65
.
SK 3 contains an incompressible surface: Since LS3
#65
, considered as a separating surface in SK 3, is
incompressible on both sides, and both components of SK 3!LS3
#65
are irreducible, LS3
#65
is incom-
pressible in SK 3. h
Lemma 4.3. n) 3 is Haken.
Proof. Since n) 3 is orientable and has boundary, it su$ces to show that n) 3 is irreducible. Let S be
a sphere embedded in Int(n) 3)LSK 3. Since SK 3 is irreducible (proof of Lemma 4.2), S bounds a ball
B in SK 3. Let „ be a component of LS3
#65
LSK 3 that is completely outside of n) 3. Being connected and
disjoint from S, „ must lie completely inside B or outside B. It cannot be inside B: „ is
incompressible in SK 3 (proof of Lemma 4.2), hence would be incompressible in B; but n
1
B"0 and
n
1
„O0. Thus, „WB"0, and B is on the side of S that is contained in n) 3. h
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Lemma 4.4. SK 3]In
1
- injects into MK .
Proof. It su$ces to show that SK 3n
1
-injects into MK (Lemma 4.7). h
Lemma 4.5. n) 2n
1
-injects into MK .
Proof. n) 2n
1
-injects into Ln) 3 (Lemma 4.11), Ln) 3n
1
-injects into n) 3 (Lemma 4.15), and n) 3n
1
-injects
into MK (Lemma 4.6). h
Lemma 4.6. n) 3n
1
-injects into MK .
Proof. n) 3n
1
-injects into SK 3 (Lemma 4.9), and SK 3n
1
-injects into MK (Lemma 4.7). h
Lemma 4.7. SK 3n
1
-injects into MK .
Proof. MK is the union of 4-simplices n) 4a"SK 3a]I; SK 3 is SK 3a]0 or SK 3a]1 for some a. Let c be a loop in
SK 3 that bounds a (mapped in) disk D in MK . (&D’ is shorthand for a continuous map DPMK .) Let
N"6aSK 3a]12. Make D transverse to N, without moving LD. Since N is a codimension 1 submani-
fold of MK , DWN is a "nite collection of disjoint circles in the interior of D (DWN is shorthand for
f~1(N)).
Let c@ be an innermost circle, bounding a disk D@ in D. Since the interior of D@ does not intersect
N, D@ is contained in 6aSK 3a][0, 12] or 6aSK 3a][12,1]. Without loss of generality, assume it is
6aSK 3a][0,12]. The boundary c@ of D@ is contained in SK 3b]12 for some b. There is a strong deformation
retraction from 6aSK 3a][0, 12] down to 6aSK 3]0 (one component of MK (3)), which takes SK 3b]12 to
SK 3b]0. By Lemma 4.8, SK 3b]0 n1-injects into 6aSK 3a]0. Hence, SK 3b]12n1-injects into 6aSK 3a][0, 12],
and there is a disk DA in SK 3b]12 whose boundary is c@. Replacing D@ with DA and pulling DA o!
N reduces the number of circles in DWN.
Remove all circles this way, so that D lies entirely in 6aSK 3a][0, 12) (or in 6aSK 3a](12, 1]). Homotop
D (rel LD) so that it lies in 6aSK 3a]0. Again by Lemma 4.8, SK 3 n1-injects into 6aSK 3a]0LMK (3). But
c is a loop in SK 3 that bounds a disk in 6aSK 3a]0. Hence, [c] is trivial in n1(SK 3). h
Lemma 4.8. SK 3n
1
-injects into MK (3).
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.7. MK (3) is the union of all the 3-simplices n) 3a of MK . Use
N"6aLn) 3a~, and remove all circles of intersection (ignore arcs), to reduce to showing that
Ln) 3n
1
-injects into n) 3 (Lemma 4.15), and Ln) 3n
1
-injects into MK (2) (Lemma 4.10), and SK 3n
1
-injects
into SK 3XMK (2). h
Lemma 4.9. n) 3n
1
-injects into SK 3.
Proof. SK 3 is a union of 3-simplices n) 3a ; n) 3 is one of them. Use N"6aLn) 3a~, and remove all circles
of intersection, to reduce to showing that Ln) 3n
1
-injects into n) 3 (Lemma 4.15), and Ln) 3an1-injects
into SK 3(2) (follows from Lemma 4.10). h
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Lemma 4.10. Ln) 3n
1
-injects into MK (2).
Proof. MK (2) is the union of all the 2-simplices n) 2a of MK , and Ln) 3 is the union of four of them. Let
N"6aLn) 2a~, and remove all circles of intersection (ignore arcs). Use that Ln) 2n1-injects into n) 2
(comment after the statement of Lemma 4.13), and that Ln) 2n
1
-injects into MK (1) (because MK (1) is
a graph), to reduce to showing that Ln) 3n
1
-injects into Ln) 3XMK (1), which is true because Ln) 3XMK (1)
has the homotopy type of a wedge Ln) 3s(graph). h
Lemma 4.11. n) 2n
1
-injects into Ln) 3"n) 3(2).
Proof. Ln) 3 is a union of 2-simplices n) 2a ; n) 2 is one of them. Let N"6aLn) 2a~, and remove all
circles of intersection, reducing to showing that Ln) 2n
1
-injects into n) 2 (comment after the state-
ment of Lemma 4.13), and Ln) 2n
1
-injects into n) 3(1) (true because n) 3(1) is a graph). h
Lemma 4.12. SK 3n
1
-injects into SK 3XMK (2).
Proof. MK (2) is the union of all the 2-simplices n) 2a of MK , some of which are contained in SK 3. Let N be
the union of all the sets Ln) 2a~ such that n) 2a is not contained in SK 3. Use that Ln) 2 n1-injects into n) 2
(comment after the statement of Lemma 4.13), and that a component of Ln) 2 (for Ln) 2 not
contained in SK 3) n
1
-injects into SK 3XMK (1) (because SK 3XMK (1) has the homotopy type of a
wedge [circle corresponding to component of Ln) 2]s[other stu!]), to reduce to showing that
SK 3n
1
-injects into SK 3XMK (1), which is true because SK 3XMK (1) has the homotopy type of a wedge
SK 3s(graph). h
Lemma 4.13. The universal cover of n) 2 is a simply spotted ball.
The proof that the universal cover of nK 2 is a spotty 2-ball will be given in Section 5, where it will
serve as a warm-up for the proof that MI is R4. (Both proofs mimic Waldhausen’s proof [5] that the
universal cover of a Haken 3-manifold is a spotty 3-ball.) Since the universal cover of nK 2 is not
compact, its spots must be simple (the only spotty 2-ball with non-simple spots is a disk). Hence,
LnK 2 must n
1
-inject into nK 2.
Terminology. The outer boundary of n3
#65
is Ln3WLn3
#65
} the part that was already boundary
before n3 was cut open. It is a much-punctured sphere. The inner boundary of n3
#65
is the rest of
Ln3
#65
, or F
‘
XF
~
. The inner boundary consists of tube components (annuli } intersections of edge
components of LS3
#65
with n3) and torus components (tori } face components of LS3
#65
that are
contained in n3). See Fig. 10
If A is a tube component of the inner boundary of n3
#65
, let AM be its extension to an (edge)
component of LS3
#65
. Two tube components A and B are adjacent if AM and BM both link the same torus
component once. (Here ‘linka means that the cores of these tori link in S3.) Equivalently, A and
B are adjacent if they intersect the same 2-face of n3.
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Sublemma 4.14. The outer boundary of n3
#65
is incompressible in n3
#65
.
Proof. Let D be a disk properly embedded in n3
#65
, whose boundary c lies on the outer boundary of
n3
#65
. By the Shoen#ies theorem in dimension 2, c bounds disks on both sides in Ln3"S2. To show
that c is inessential in the outer boundary, it su$ces to show that the punctures (ends of tube
components) in the outer boundary are all on the same side of c: for then the disk on the other side
in Ln3 actually lies entirely in the outer boundary of n3
#65
.
Since [D]3H
2
(n3, Ln3)"H1(n3)"0, D separates n3
#65
. (Otherwise, there would be a loop a in
n3
#65
Ln3 such that a )D"1, contradicting [D]"0.) Any tube component of the inner boundary,
being connected, lies entirely on one side of D.
If there were tube components on both sides of D, there would be adjacent tubes A and B on
opposite sides of D, since there is a chain of adjacent tubes between any two tubes. Let „ be the
torus component in n3
#65
that links AM and BM each once (Fig. 11). Then „ lies on one side of D* say,
the side B is on. Let E be the component of Ln3!c that intersects B (Fig. 12). Then DXE is
a sphere in n3LS3 that separates AM and „, contradicting lk(„,AM )"1.
Therefore, all tubes (punctures) lie on the same side of D (c). h
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Fig. 12.
Lemma 4.15. LnK 3n
1
-injects into nK 3.
Proof. Suppose not. By the loop theorem, there is a disk D, properly embedded in n) 3, whose
boundary c is essential in Ln) 3. Recall that n) 3 is the union of two copies (n3
#651
and n3
#652
) of n3
#65
,
glued together along their inner boundaries. Let N"n3
#651
Wn3
#652
Ln) 3 (so N is the inner
boundary of n3
#651
or n3
#652
). By an isotopy of D, keeping LD on Ln) 3, make D transverse to N. Then
DWNLD is a "nite collection of disjoint circles and properly embedded arcs. The plan is to
remove all the circles and arcs, by isotopies of D that leave LD on Ln) 3. Then D will lie entirely in
n3
#651
or n3
#652
, and LD will still be essential in Ln) 3, hence essential in the outer boundary of
n3
#651
or n3
#652
. SubLemma 4.14 applies, yielding a contradiction.
Circles: Let c@ be an innermost circle, bounding a disk D@ in D whose interior does not intersect N.
Then D@ lies entirely in, say, n3
#651
LS3
#65
, and c@LNLLS3
#65
. Since LS3
#65
is incompressible in
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S3
#65
(proof of Lemma 4.2), c@ bounds a disk E in LS3
#65
. Let A be the component of LS3
#65
containing E.
If A is a torus component of n3
#651
, then it is obvious that ELn3
#651
, because both components of
A!c@ lie in n3
#651
. If AWn3
#651
is a tube component, the worry is that E is the component of A!c@
that leaves n3
#651
. But then the disk ELA would contain a meridian of A, which cannot happen. So
in either case, ELn3
#651
. Thus, D@XE is a sphere embedded in n3
#651
. It follows from the
irreducibility of S3
#65
(proof of Lemma 4.2) that n3
#651
is irreducible. Hence, D@XE bounds a ball in
n3
#651
. Use this ball to isotop D, pulling D@ into n3
#652
which eliminates the circle c@ from DWN. (The
ball may contain other pieces of D, which would also get pulled into n3
#652
; then more than one
circle of intersection would be eliminated.) Remove all circles from DWN this way.
Arcs: Let a be an arc of DWN, outermost on D. Then a, together with an arc b on LD, bounds
a disk D@ in D with no other arcs in it. The interior of D@ does not intersect N (all circles having been
removed above), so D@ lies entirely in, say, n3
#651
. Because a intersects the outer boundary of n3
#651
, it
must lie on a tube component A of N (not a torus component). There are two cases.
Case 1: The endpoints of a lie on distinct boundary components of A. There is a torus component
„ of N, a longitude of which bounds a disk E in n3, such that EWA is a meridian of A (Fig. 13).
Since a begins at one boundary component of A and ends at the other, the algebraic intersection
number of a with a meridian of A is 1. Thus, 1"a ) (meridian of A)"a )E"
(aXb) )E"lk(aXb,LE)"D@ ) LE"0. (The last equality holds because in fact D@W„"0.) This
discrepancy shows that this kind of arc cannot occur.
Case 2: The endpoints of a lie on the same boundary component of A. There is an arc j on LA
such that aXj bounds a disk E on A (Fig. 14). The simple closed curve jXb on the outer boundary
of n3
#651
bounds the disk D@XE embedded in n3
#651
. By Sublemma 4.14, jXb must also bound a disk
E@ on the outer boundary of n3
#651
. Then D@XEXE@ is a sphere embedded in n3
#651
, so it bounds
a ball in n3
#651
. Use this ball to isotop D, pulling D@ into n3
#652
while dragging b along Ln) 3. This
eliminates the arc a from DWN (and possibly eliminates other arcs as well, if DW(Int(E))O0).
Remove all arcs from DWN this way. h
5. MI is homeomorphic to R4
Terminology. Recall that the n-handleton of MI is the union of all the i-handles of MI for i)n.
A component of the n-handleton will be called an n-component. Also, remember that all maps are
piecewise linear.
Proposition 5.n (For n"1, 2, 3, 4). Every n-component of MI is a spotty 4-ball.
The proofs of all four of these propositions, as well as the proof of Lemma 4.13, use the method
Waldhausen used to prove that the universal cover of a Haken 3-manifold is a spotty 3-ball [5].
Proposition 5.4 is the same as Theorem 1.1 (for LM"0), because there is only one big 4-
component * MI itself * which has no boundary.
Proposition 5.5 (Waldhausen’s method). Let N be a connected and simply connected pl n-manifold.
Suppose N is a union N"(6=
i/1
P
i
)X(6=
j/1
Q
j
) of pl n-submanifolds, closed in N, such that:
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1. Each Q
j
is pl homeomorphic to a product F
j
]I.
2. Each P
i
is a spotty n-ball, and each F
j
is a spotty (n!1)-ball.
3. If x3F
j
]0 (or x3F
j
]1) then there is a P
i
such that F
j
]0LP
i
WQ
j
(or F
j
]1LP
i
WQ
j
), and
there is an open set about x that intersects only P
i
and Q
j
; if x N6
j
(F
j
]M0,1N) then there is an open
set about x that intersects only one P
i
or Q
j
.
Then N is a spotty n-ball.
Proof. Renumber the P’s and Q’s in such a way that if N
i
"(6
jxi
P
j
) X (6
j:i
Q
j
), then
N
i
WQ
i
"F
i
]0 and (N
i
X Q
i
) WP
i‘1
"F
i
]1 for each i. [One way to do this is the following.
De"ne the length of a path j in N to be the sum of all the numbers j such that j passes through Q
j
.
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De"ne the height of P
i
to be the smallest length of a path from P
1
to P
i
. There are only "nitely many
P’s of each height. Renumber the P’s so that if i(j then height(P
i
) height(P
j
). Renumber the Q’s
so that Q
j
joins P
j‘1
to P
i
for some i)j (that is, Q
j
is the last Q in a shortest path from P
1
to P
j‘1
).
Also, alter the homeomorphism Q
j
PF
j
]I, if necessary, so that Q
j
WP
j‘1
"F
j
]1 (rather than
F
j
]0). All the P’s appear in the new list because each has a height (N is connected). If any
Q"F]I did not appear in the new list, there would be a loop c in N that intersected F]1
2
once
transversely: (6=
i/1
P
i
)X(6=
j/1
Q
j
) (new lists) is connected and contains F]0 and F]1. Since N is
simply connected there is a disk D in N whose boundary is c. Make N transverse to F]1
2
. Then
DW(F]1
2
)LD contains at least one proper arc, because LDW(F]1
2
)O0; but in fact LDW(F]1
2
) is
only one point. Hence, every Q appears in the new list. Similarly, (N
i
XQ
i
)WP
i‘1
"F
i
]1 (nothing
more).]
For r’0, let Cn
r
"M(x
1
,2,xn)3Rn:!r)xi)r for all iN. If r"1, suppress the subscript. If
FLLCn, denote by cF the cone from F to the center of Cn. Since N
1
"P
1
is a spotty n-ball, there is
an embedding f
1
: N
1
PCn, with Int(Cn)Lf
1
(N
1
). Suppose that an embedding f
i
: N
i
PCn has been
constructed, with Int(Cn)Lf
i
(N
i
). In particular, f
i
embeds F
i
]0 in LCn.
Since F
i
is a spotty (n!1)-ball, it embeds in Cn~1 in such a way that its image F@
i
contains
Int(Cn~1). Let a be the point (0,2,0,!1)3Rn, let b be the point (0,2,0,!1/i)3Rn, and let A and
B be the cones from a and b to F@
i
. Let BM be the cone from b to Cn~1. Then BM X(Cn~1][0, 1
2
]) is the
cone from b to the union C of the (n!1)-faces of Cn~1][0, 1
2
] other than Cn~1 itself (Fig. 15). Use
pseudo-radial projection [3] toward b, from each face of C to Rn~1, to create a pl homeomorphism
from C onto Cn~1. By coning to b, extend it to a pl homeomorphism from BM X(Cn~1][0, 1
2
]) onto
BM . Since this homeomorphism is the identity on the cone from LCn~1 to b, it induces an embedding
of AX(F@
i
][0, 1
2
]) into A which is the identity on A!B. There is also a homeomorphism from A to
cf
i
(F
i
]0), de"ned by coning on the composite F@
i
PF
i
]0Pf
i
(F
i
]0). Combine f
i
with the embed-
ding f~1
i
(cf
i
(F
i
]0))XF
i
][0, 1
2
]PAX(F@
i
][0, 1
2
])PAPcf
i
(F
i
]0) to produce a new embedding
f @
i
:N
i
X(F
i
][0, 1
2
])PCn. The image of f @
i
still contains Int(Cn), and on the sets f~1
i
(Cn
1~1@i
) and
f~1
i
(c(LCn!f
i
(F
i
]0))), f @
i
equals f
i
. If f
i
(x) is in Cn
r
, so is f @
i
(x) ( f @
i
never maps points closer to LCn than
f
i
). Furthermore, the closure of f @
i
(F
i
]1
2
) in LCn is an (n!1)-ball.
Construct in exactly the same way an embedding g : (F
i
][1
2
,1])XP
i‘1
PDn (another n-cube), so
that the closure of f (F
i
]1
2
) in LDn is an (n!1)-ball. In building g, use the same homeomorphism
F
i
PF@
i
as was used in constructing f @
i
. This ensures that the identi"cation of g(F
i
]1
2
)LLDn with
f @
i
(F
i
]1
2
)LLCn extends to a homeomorphism h : g(F
i
]1
2
)Pf @
i
(F
i
]1
2
) of their closures.
Let En"M(x
1
,2,xn)3Rn :!1)xi)1 for i(n, and 1)xn)3N be the n-cube that sits atop
Cn in Rn. Let / : f @
i
(F
i
]1
2
)PCnWEn be a homeomorphism, and let t"/"h : g(F
i
]1
2
)PCnWEn.
A theorem of Newman [1] states that if a pl (n!2)-sphere (Lf @
i
(F
i
]1
2
)) embedded in an (n!1)-
sphere (LCn) bounds a ball on one side ( f @
i
(F
i
]1
2
) is a ball), then it bounds balls on both sides. Thus,
LCn!f@
i
(F
i
]1
2
) is another (n!1)-ball, and / extends by coning to a homeomorphism LCnPLCn,
thence by coning again to a homeomorphism / : CnPCn. Also, t extends to a homeomorphism
t : DnPEn.
Since /"f @
i
and t"g agree on F
i
]1
2
, (/"f @
i
)X(t " g) : N
i‘1
PCnXEn is an embedding. Let
o : CnXEnPCn be a homeomorphism that squishes En down into Cn through CnWEn, without
moving points in Cn
1~1@i
or points outside c(CnWEn) (as in the construction of f @
i
). Let
f
i‘1
"/~1 "o " [(/ " f @
i
)X(t " g)] : N
i‘1
PCn. Then f
i‘1
is a pl embedding, and Int(Cn)Lf
i‘1
(N
i‘1
).
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Furthermore: (a) if f
i
(x) is in Cn
r
, so is f
i‘1
(x); (b) if x3f ~1
i
(Cn
1~1@i
), then f
i‘1
"f
i
(x); and (c) if
x3f~1
i
(c(LCn!f
i
(F
i
]0))), then f
i‘1
(x)"f
i
(x).
De"ne such an embedding f
j
: N
j
PCn for all j, and de"ne f : NPCn to be the pointwise limit of
the f
j
’s. If x3Int(N), it follows from hypothesis (3), and properties (a) and (b), that there are an i and
an open set; about x such that f D
U
"f
i
D
U
. If x3LN, it follows from (3) and (c) that there are an i and
a ; such that f D
U
"f
i
D
U
. Thus, f is locally a pl homeomorphism. If x and y are distinct points of N,
choose i large enough that f (x)"f
i
(x) and f (y)"f
i
(y). Since f
i
is injective, f (x)Of (y), and f is
injective. Hence, f is an embedding. By (b), f(N) contains Int(Cn). h
Proof of Lemma 4.13. nK 2 is a compact orientable surface with two open disks removed. There is
a hierarchy nK 2"X
0
, X
1
,2,Xm"disk, where each Xk‘1 is obtained from Xk by cutting Xk open
along a properly embedded arc c
k
(remove the interior of a regular neighborhood of c
k
). Since the
universal cover of X
m
is a spotty ball, it su$ces to show that if the universal cover of X
k‘1
is
a spotty ball, then so is the universal cover of X
k
.
Let Q be a regular neighborhood of c
k
in X
k
, and let P"X
k
!Q. Let N be the universal cover of
X
k
, and let MP
i
N=
i/1
and MQ
j
N=
j/1
be all the lifts of P and Q to N (components of preimages). Since
P n
1
-injects into X
k
, each P
i
is a universal cover of P; since P is homeomorphic to X
k‘1
, each P
i
is
a spotty ball. Each Q
j
is homeomorphic to I]I, and intersects N!Q
j
in I]M0,1N. Proposition 5.5
applies, and N is a spotty ball.
Thus, the universal cover of nK 2"X
0
is a spotty ball. Since the universal cover is not compact,
the spots must be simple. h
Lemma 5.6. Any connected union XLMI of n-handles and (n!1)-components is simply connected
(n*1).
Proof. Let c be a loop in X. Push c into Int(X). Since MI is simply connected, there is a (mapped in)
disk DLMI whose boundary is c. Make D miss all i-handles (i’n) as follows.
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4-handles: Let MhI 4aN be a list of all the 4-handles in MI . For each a, hI 4a is homeomorphic to R3a]I.
Let N"6aR3a]12. Make D transverse to N. Then DWNLD is a "nite collection of disjoint circles.
(If n"4, skip to the last paragraph; otherwise, c does not intersect 4-handles, so there are no arcs in
DWN.) Let c@ be such a circle, bounding a disk D@ in D. Since c@LR3a]12 for some a, there is
a (mapped in) disk DA in R3a]12 whose boundary is c@. Replace D@ with DA, and pull DA o! R3a]12,
eliminating the circle c@ of intersection (and possibly others). Remove all circles this way, then use
a retraction (MI !N)P(3-handleton) to push D into the 3-handleton.
3-handles (If n"3, skip to the last paragraph): 3-handles intersect the 2-handleton in sets
homeomorphic to R2]I. Let N be the union of all such sets, and make D transverse to N. Since any
loop in R2]I bounds a disk in R2]I, all circles of DWNLD can be removed, as above. Then
D lies in the 2-handleton.
2-handles (If n"2, skip to the last paragraph): 2-handles intersect the 1-handleton in sets
homeomorphic to R1]B2. Let N be the union of all such sets, and make D transverse to N. Since
any loop in R1]B2 bounds a disk in R1]B2, all circles of DWNLD can be removed. Then D lies
in the 1-handleton.
Now D is in the n-handleton. Let N be the union of all the intersections between LX and
n-handles. (That is, N is the intersection of X with the rest of the n-handleton.) Make D transverse
to N. Since every component of N is homeomorphic to R3, or R2]I, or R1]B2, or B3 (depending
on n), all circles of DWNLD can be removed, so that DLX. h
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Let N be a 1-component. By Lemma 5.6, N is simply connected. Let
MP
i
N=
i/1
be a list of all the 0-handles in N, and let MQ
j
N=
j/1
be a list of all the 1-handles. Each P
i
is
a (spotty) ball, and each Q
j
is homeomorphic to B3]I. B3 is a (spotty) ball, and Q
j
is glued to the
rest of N by B3]M0,1N. Proposition 5.5 applies, and N is a spotty ball. h
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Let N be a 2-component. By Lemma 5.6, N is simply connected. N is
a union of 1-components and 2-handles. A 2-handle in M is homeomorphic to B2]B2, and it is
glued to the 1-handleton by LB2]B2. It lifts to a 2-handle in MI which is homeomorphic to (simply
spotted 2-ball)]B2 and glued to the 1-handleton by (spots)]B2. Another way to view a 2-handle
in M is as the union of two pieces: (collar of LB2 in B2)]B2, and (B2!collar)]B2. Lift this
decomposition to MI : a 2-handle in MI is the union of pieces of the form (spot]I)]B2 and a piece
homeomorphic to (simply spotted 2-ball)]B2. Let MQ
j
N=
j/1
be a list of all the (spot]I)]B2 pieces,
for all 2-handles in N. Let MP
i
N=
i/1
be a combined list of all the 1-components in N and all the pieces
of the form (simply spotted 2-ball)]B2 (one inside each 2-handle in N). Each P
i
is either:
a 1-component, hence a spotty 4-ball by Proposition 5.1; or homeomorphic to (spotty 2-ball)]B2,
which is a spotty 4-ball. Each Q
j
is homeomorphic to [(spot)]B2]]I (in the notation of
Proposition 5.5, F
j
"(spot)]B2), and it is glued to the rest of N by [(spot)]B2]]M0,1N. Since the
spots are simple, F
j
"(spot)]B2 is a spotty 3-ball. Now Proposition 5.5 applies, and N is a spotty
ball. h
Proof of Proposition 5.3. Similar to the proof of Proposition 5.2. h
Proof of Proposition 5.4. Similar to the proof of Proposition 5.1. h
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. If LM"0, the result follows from Proposition 5.4. Suppose LMO0.
Triangulate M. There are linear isomorphisms ia : n4PM whose images are the 4-simplices of M.
Let 2M be the result of starting with two copies (M and M
1
) of M and identifying corresponding
boundary points. Let h : 2MP2M be the obvious homeomorphism that swaps M and M
1
. The
triangulation of M induces a triangulation of 2M, with respect to which h is a simplicial
isomorphism. If n4b is a 4-simplex of M1, then n4b"h(n4a ) for some 4-simplex n4a of M; de"ne
ib"h " ia (call this equation w). Let BLn4 be the 3-ball de"ned in Section 3. Let
B"6aia(B)L2M (the union is over all 4-simplices of 2M), and construct a 2-fold branched cover
2M of 2M by cutting 2M open along B and gluing two copies of (2M)
#65
together (as in the
construction of MM ). Because of (w), h preserves B, hence lifts to hM : 2MP2M. Similarly, hM lifts to
hK : 2MY P2MY , thence to hI : 2MI P2MI . If /I and tI are lifts to 2MI P2MI of the branched covering
transformations / : 2MP2M and t:2MY P2MY , then M is the quotient of R4"2MI by the group
generated by hI , /I , tI , and the covering transformations for 2MI P2MY . h
Theorem 5.7. Every connected 3-manifold M is homeomorphic to a quotient of R3 by a group G of
homeomorphisms.
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 1.1, except that the "rst branched cover MM is
unnecessary. First assume LM"0. Triangulate M. For each 3-simplex n3a of M let ia : n3Pn3a be
a linear isomorphism, where n3 is a standard 3-simplex. Consider n3 to be a face of Ln4. Recall
the link ‚LLn4, used in the construction of MK 4 in Section 3. Let ‚@"‚Wn3; then ‚@ is
a proper 1-submanifold of n3. Similarly, let F@"FWn3, so that F@ is a surface spanning
‚@. Let L@"6aia(‚@) and F@"6aia(F@). Then F@ is a bicollared surface in M whose
boundary is L@. Let MK be the 2-fold cover of M, branched over L@, obtained by cutting M
open along F@ and gluing two copies together. Notice that for each i, nK i is the same as the nK i of
Section 3.
The triangulation of M gives rise to a handle decomposition. Lift the handles to MK , then to the
universal cover MI . A 0-handle in MI is B3. A 1-handle is B2]I, glued to the 0-handleton by
B2]M0,1N. A 2-handle in MI is isotopic to nK 2]I. The universal cover of nK 2 is a simply spotted
2-ball (Lemma 4.13), and nK 2 n
1
-injects into MK (similar to Lemma 4.5). Hence, a 2-handle in MI is
(simply spotted 2-ball)]I, glued to the 1-handleton by (spots)]I. A 3-handle in MK is isotopic to
nK 3. The universal cover of nK 3 is a simply spotted 3-ball (Lemmas 4.3 and 4.15), and nK 3 n
1
-injects
into MK (similar to Lemma 4.6). So a 3-handle in MI is a simply spotted 3-ball, glued to the
2-handleton by its spots.
Apply Proposition 5.5 three times, as in the proofs of Propositions 5.1}5.3, to conclude that MI is
a spotty ball. Since LM"0, MI is in fact homeomorphic to R3. Then M is the quotient of R3 by the
group generated by a lift of the covering transformation for MK PM, and by the covering
transformations for MI PMK .
If M has boundary, let 2M be the boundariless double of M, let h : 2MP2M swap the halves,
and set up the triangulation of 2M, and the construction of F@L2M, so that h preserves F@. Then
h lifts to hK : 2MY P2MY , and then to hI : 2MI P2MI . Exactly as in the case LM"0, 2MI is homeomor-
phic to R3, and M is the quotient of 2MI by the group generated by hI , a lift of the branched covering
transformation for 2MY P2M, and the covering transformations for 2MI P2MY . h
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